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Barbara Charis Barbara’s Newsletter - Journey … Apr 25

Thanks again for all your work. Those who go along with this fraudulent organization and the terrorist

running it...are of the same caliber. I intend to write all the people at the HHS that you named.; and

others on that long list... if I can find the time. Its incredible that any country would support a man like

Tedros...don't they know his history. Dealing with a man like this who has no ethics...what can others

expect, except trouble.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

lrfloyd Apr 25

James: Have you seen this article?

- https://expose-news.com/2024/04/24/huge-could-the-who-be-backing-down-on-the-pandemic-

treaty/

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

James Roguski Apr 25 Author

There is a lot of misinformation on the internet.
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Apr 25

Comment

JAMES ROGUSKI IS THIS YOU? Colorado Springs 719-900-9883 SOMEONE REPLIED TO ME ON

RUMBLE USING YOUR MONICKER

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

James Roguski Apr 25 Author

That is not me. They added an underscore to my name and are trying to do something nefarious.

I must be over the target.
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Apr 25 · edited Apr 25

THATS WHAT I FIGURED, ITS HAPPENING ALOT TO ALL WHO COMMENT. THANKS JAMES

FO ACKNOWLEDGING.
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Lyneil Vandermolen Lyneil’s Substack Apr 25

The allegedly compassionate principles within the Pandemic Agreement reveal the WHO's global

agenda to undermine the self-determination of nations and medically colonize the rest of the world.

Everything about the WHO's response and management of various health threats indicate capture by

degree--especially when the WHO doesn't aid, but overrides national sovereignty.

If Tedros Ghebreyesus could withhold relief for a rival ethnic group in his native Ethiopia when they

contracted Cholera--dismissing it as mere diarrhea--then he doesn't have the requisite morals to

hold his post. He's not a doctor, and the WHO's rigid, ignorant response to Covid portends more

authoritarian overreach if this treaty passes. Reject the treaty and end the INB negotiations now.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Sahara Rodriguez Apr 25

I DEMAND that the United States delegation reject the proposed “Pandemic Agreement” and do

everything in its power to encourage all other nations to also reject the proposed “Pandemic

Agreement” in its entirety.

Searching for “pathogens with pandemic profiteering potential” to be brought into a WHO

Coordinated Laboratory Network and Pathogen Access and Benefits Sharing System is blatantly

similar to the proliferation of biological weapons and must be prevented at all costs.

Shortening the time for regulators to authorize products for permanent or emergency use while

setting up and running a multi-billion dollar Global Distribution and Logistics Network is obviously a

facade that would enable the Conference of the Parties to operate the new OPEC: An Organization of

Pandemic Emergency Corporations that would waste tens of billions of dollars in order to increase the

profits of the Pharmaceutical Hospital Emergency Industrial Complex under the guise of “equity” and

prevention.

This is obviously NOT the best way to prevent the next pandemic.

This IS a blatant attempt to profit from endless early action alerts, Public Health Emergencies of

International Concern and Pandemic Emergencies.

I DEMAND that the proposed “Pandemic Treaty” be rejected and the INB negotiations be terminated

IMMEDIATELY.
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Linda Fortier-Eason Apr 25

If the W.H.O. imposes their IHR regulations and enforces their Pandemic Treaty/Agreement/Accord on

the people, we the people expect the same rules and regulations to apply to all Government leaders

and global leaders. Do not expect to restrict our freedoms, mandate your vaccines, or obey your

rules, which you have clearly shown you are unable to follow, unless you are prepared to obey the

same rules you are imposing. I do NOT consent, nor will I comply with your totalitarian orders. How

dare you think, you at the W.H.O. , that you can dictate to we the people, what medicines/vaccines to

take or not take, what to eat or not eat, what to drive or not drive, what to say or not say. We are all

born free. No leader, no person, and no one assigned to one of your “working group”, your

“committees”, your organization, rules over anyone, so stop dictating your rules. You are responsible

for the deaths of millions of people. You are responsible for destroying the health of our U.S. military

with your so called, “safe and effective vaccines”. Liars! Deceivers!

You are responsible for causing excess mortality rates, excess disability rates, excess children

mortality rates, increased starvation worldwide, demolishing businesses with your lockdown

mandates. You are indirectly responsible for the increase of suicides, poverty, alcoholism, and drug

addiction. You are solely responsible for the mental health issues now occurring worldwide, as you sit

behind closed doors conniving, scheming, and deciding how we will live. Cowards! YOU, the W.H.O.!

I’m talking to YOU! People don’t grow morals. You either have them or you don’t, and it is evident, you

don’t.
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Glynis Walker Glynis’s Newsletter Apr 25

We do not want the WHO to use its Pandemic Treaty or World Health Regulations to impose any

interventions on us. We the United Kingdom can vote for a Democratic Solution to our problems. We

do not want any enforced Health Remedies or MRNA so called Vaccines containing Lipid Nano

Particles, Snake Venom or Starfish cells.
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Piki Kay and the blue teapot. Apr 24

I just wrote an email to OGA with Belgian Health Minister and several Belgian newspapers chief

editors in cc!
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Mary-Grace Tennyson Apr 24

We need to completely stop the WHO. Destroy it, Erase it. It is evil and wants to kill our children and

ourselves.
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BKG Apr 24

What do you think of this. https://www.facebook.com/1176700807/posts/10233788535473219/?

mibextid=rS40aB7S9Ucbxw6v
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Gidge Jane Gidge’s Substack Apr 24

We the peoples of the world do not need the WHO. We are more than capable of making decision on

our own health, our own freedoms. We as free people should have bodily autonomy and we alone

should decide which doctor or specialist we we seek consult with and we should be able to make our

own choices and decisions based on informed consent. If we feel we need to seek a second or even

third opinion on our health then we should be able to.

We should not be dictated to what we put in our bodies or those of our children or grandchildren.

People should not be blackmailed, coerced, bullied, lied to or bribed to partake of experimental

drugs/vaccines.

Governments need to stop blackmailing parents to vaccinate their children otherwise no govt

assistance or no school attendance.

The WHO needs to be more open and truthful about the adverse reactions to childhood vaccines,

especially the fact that in 1980 it was 1 in 10,000 children that was autistic but now in developed

countries with childhood vaccination programs it was 1 in 38 in 2023, obvious correlation. People

should be made fully aware of every ingredient that is on a vaccine or drug and the possible adverse

reactions.

The WHO should not be allowed to accept donations from individuals or companies (ie big Pharma)

that would have a vested interest in controlling decisions made by the WHO. Members and the CEO

of WHO should be doctors/medical professionals elected by their peers and then seconded by the

people.
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Doreen Apr 24

Not found http://JamesRoguski.substack.com/p/evil-negotiation-tactics
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James Roguski Apr 25 Author

Sorry. Here is the link

https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/evil-negotiating-tactics
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Seeds Apr 24

In the interests of focusing on the target agenda...

Dear treasonous, treacherous, traitorous, non-representative actors,

We unreservedly condemn your deployment with WHO oversight, of military countermeasures -

weapons of mass destruction - against the peoples of the world.

This constitutes a massive, ongoing crime against humanity.

Cooperating with a foreign military - the US Department of Defense - to kill, injure and sicken people

constitutes the crime of treason.

Your persistence in your criminal activities, confirms your evil intent and seals your fate.

The free people of the world totally denounce and wholly reject your evil plans for humanity.

You can cease and desist now; or suffer escalating levels of criminal culpability.

You will certainly be held accountable.

In truth,

The Free People.
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Doreen Apr 24

What do you say, James?

The WHO is now BACKING DOWN on their pandemic treaty.

https://twitter.com/petersweden7/status/1782796931032297726?s=64&t=c16Yfu9ziyqq2CT_j9QYTA
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James Roguski Apr 24 · edited Apr 25 Author

That is an inaccurate assessment of the situation.

http://JamesRoguski.substack.com/p/bad-amendments

http://JamesRoguski.substack.com/p/evil-negotiating-tactics
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Doreen Apr 24

Please check this link which is broken http://JamesRoguski.substack.com/p/evil-

negotiation-tactics
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James Roguski Apr 25 Author

Sorry. I mis-typed the link

https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/evil-negotiating-tactics
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Doreen Apr 24

Odessa is trying to reach you James. Important/Urgent Updates About BOTH the WHO's IHR And

The Pandemic Treaty https://librti.com/view-video/important-urgent-updates-about-both-the
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Doreen Apr 24

Is this a repeat of last month?
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Mick From Hooe (UK) Mick’s Newsletter Apr 24

Thanks for your comments Marlene and Good Luck with your 'Pussy' of a WEF motivated PM!

Apparently, nobody in Canada like him and nobody actually voted for his election. Still he wins with

the dominion voting apparatus being tweeked to suit the WEF puppet. Mick.
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Charles Lewis Apr 24

Get The nations out of the UN traitorous One World illegal government. You and I are being sold out

to the Plutocracy that wants to own the world. Look who set up the UN and covered up its existence.

The Rockefeller empire that will soon continue its depopulation of 8 billion fellow humans by another

lab created disease.
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Dan Österlund Apr 24

Is this true?

https://twitter.com/petersweden7/status/1782796931032297726?s=64&t=c16Yfu9ziyqq2CT_j9QYTA
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James Roguski Apr 24 · edited Apr 25 Author

That is an inaccurate assessment of the situation.

http://JamesRoguski.substack.com/p/bad-amendments

http://JamesRoguski.substack.com/p/evil-negotiating-tactics
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systheguy Apr 24

The U.S. should not have anything to do with the WHO, WEF or the UN. All of these organizations

have one thing in common and that is to DRASTICALLY reduce the world's population by whatever

means they can get away with. Example: The COVID jab, which has murdered thousands, if not

millions by now.

Read the Iron Mountain report which specifically outlines several methods of rendering much/most of

humanity either sterile, dead or slaves! Go to: https://archive.org/details/ReportFromIronMountain-

BlueprintForTyranny to see a well done video on the subject.
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Angela Apr 24

Canada should not belong to the WHO, WEF or the UN. We need to get out of all of them since

they're extremely corrupt & have nothing to offer to Canadians. Besides, we have elected officials

who are supposed to do what WE want in order to protect our sovereignty & if they're not willing to

do that, we need an election sooner rather than later to elect people who will work FOR us & not

AGAINST us.
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Russell Warren Apr 24

I may have found Pamela Hamamoto's Ambassador, U.S. Chief Negotiator for the Pandemic Accord

Negotiations Bureau of Global Health Security and Diplomacy, email address at HHS. Sent an email to

pamela.hamamoto@hhs.gov and nothing has bounced back as of this message. Send an email

directly to her. I understand that she may not monitor this email directly, however many emails could

have an impact. Following the same format, firstname.lastname@hhs.gov, we may be able to send

emails to 7 other people at the HHS. Leadership – Bureau of Global Health Security and Diplomacy.

https://www.state.gov/leadership-bureau-of-global-health-security-and-diplomacy/
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James Roguski Apr 24 Author

Russell, the list of 100+ employees of the Office of Global Affairs is available in the article above.
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Eric Youngstrom Eric’s Substack Apr 24

The USA should resign from the UN and WHO, and declare null and void any and all agreements

previously made with those entities, specifically any agreements pertaining to climate change, CO2

emissions, and public health responses.
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Richard P Apr 24

What did the last listening session do. Nothing. They were emailed the last time with no reply. They

are just stringing us along like they want too hear our concerns. So far all I hear is the same WHO will

do this and that. So far no progress has been made. We already know what in these ammendments.

No matter how they tweak it. We know nothing has changed. Now speak on progress for a change. All

I hear is demise talk.
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Nikki Apr 24

God gave us our rights to breathe, make our own medical decisions, and live our own lives. It’s past

time to stop the human depopulation movement worldwide. No more Satanic cults like the WEF, UN,

and Bill Gates. Our forefathers would care more about the violence these people are committing

against our people.
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Russell Warren Apr 24

We the People of The United States of America, a free Republic, did not vote on these new binding

IHR, and we DO NOT WANT THEM. Vote NO! We want our national sovereignty preserved, not

usurped by an unelected body of the WHO.
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smrn smrn’s Substack Apr 24

I sent my comments. We have momentum. Let us not stop until we have a full dismantle of the WHO,

the WEF, the UN and all these self appointed governing bodies! No more!
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<Michael Blomquist> Apr 24

James thank you for all the time and effort you have invested in this issue. It is the MOST important

issue facing our Nation and all of humanity at this time. I looked up our lead Plandemic

"representative" on X https://twitter.com/AmbHamamoto and she has 323 followers after my follow,

WTF?, We the People need WTFU!!!! 'A constitutional Republic, if you can keep it!'
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<Michael Blomquist> Apr 24

I just sent to all the emails and for public comment. I guess we might finally meet when we are

the first ones they round up for the FEMA camps ; -) Thanks again for all you are doing.
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PVB Apr 24

!!! That crossed my mind, too!!!
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berda lee Apr 24

yes funny and not like the thought hasn't skittered cross my fevered brain pan. good to

laugh tho and practice a feeling of leaping over this brick hard bs to a feeling of fresh-air

filled with LIGHTness and freedom to create in the space of being a unique part of the

Whole.
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Laura Winter Apr 24

We are all grown ups (well some of us are) and are quite capable of looking after ourselves the

WHO/UN needs to stop pushing THEIR BS NOBODY wants and GO AWAY FOREVER.....
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Marlinda Apr 24

We do not consent or choose this, we did not vote for this, we don't want it and we will not comply.

We will resist every step of the way. People are waking up to what you are really trying to do. You have

no authority or right.
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Julia Apr 24

The need for health mandate agency like the WHO is just another way into authoritarian rule. Let

citizens decide based on real not big pharma privately funded indivuals & groups that captured

supposedly health care agencies

Our food additives & unhealthy lifestyles should be the focus. Health freedom is a basic right that

must be the priority not a funded globalist body

‼

Covid was a beta test & out of fear a new direction has slithered into a corrupted system of

governments.
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Philip Philip’s Substack Apr 24

Leave the people of the world alone the mark

is coming soon enough go and control yourself
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Gibson Gentry Gibson’s Substack Apr 24

Let the Nuremberg 2.0 Military Tribunals begin. Leave my family and I alone.
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Cathy Krupa Apr 24

We did not choose to be a part of this and need to push back on it! 

🇺🇸 🙏 🇺🇸
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Bobbieann Russio Apr 24

We do not consent or choose this, we did not vote for this, we don't want it and we will not comply.

We will resist every step of the way. People are waking up to what you are really trying to do. You have

no authority or right.
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Mick From Hooe (UK) Mick’s Newsletter Apr 24

It's too late for the World Health Organisation now! The world now knows the WEF's WHO is part of

their WEF's New World Order program to enslave all but our self appointed rulers = The Super-Elite!

We all know the unelected WHO is now totally untrustworthy and corrupted by 'Elite influencers' who

contribute over 90% of their budget. Gates contributes (INFLUENCES) over 50% towards the WHO

and this buys him total control of their dubious and cunning Policies (The Treaty would have

terminated every nation's rights to Sovereignty and Freedom to apply their preferred Health policies!

Just as well we, the public, decided the 'unelected' CORRUPT WHO in now obsolete and therefore

meaningless in World Health Matters.

Our next mission is to ensure that LIABILITY for all medical injections, vaccines and all other medicinal

products are properly tested for SAFETY and EFFICACY, before any 'EXPERIMENTS' are irresponsibly

used upon humans. No LIABILITY is insane and cannot be justified under any circumstances.

We, the people, have spoken!

Mick from Hooe (UK) Unjabbed to live longer!
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berda lee Apr 24

MAY IT BE SO!!!
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Marlene Apr 24

Thank you for your broad comments and accuracy. I strongly feel that your use of the word

"LIABILITY" is our most effective solution going forward. Im specifically talking about "personal

liabiltiy!" This is the system that they are most afraid of. The system Im talking about is a Notice

of Liability. The founder of the Inpower Movement (Cal Washington) spent 15 years perfecting

this system. From the outset it was working on the ground in Canada and the U.S. It is a great

eye opener for anyone wishing to bring forth the accountability and authority that is so greatly

lacking.

God Bless

Toronto Canada
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Paul Vonharnish Apr 24

The US Department of Health and Human Services - DUN&Bradstreet corporate registrar

#112463521. Obviously, these non-elected officials are working for corporate profits... Any

questions?

Perhaps write the United Nations and ask how they'd rate their performances in Yemen, the Sudan,

Libya, Afghanistan, Iraq, the Ukraine, Palestine, and a host of other such sponsored genocides...
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Marion Sampson Apr 24

I have wondered for many decades just how the world’s population was forced/coerced to submit to

the protocol of needles filled with unknown ingredients that they called vaccines which claimed to

prevent this or that ‘disease’. I suppose like the ‘war on cancer’, it could be a type of ‘war on disease’. I

have wondered why a medical system would want to penetrate the largest organ of the human body

on the first day of life in a hospital institution. Not even the pediatricians/doctors know what is in

those vials. Doctors are forced to be so busy that they don’t have the time for real research. They

follow the orders of the medical hierarchy. Only the manufacturers of those vaccines know what is in

them and what the purpose for them is. It certainly has not eradicated any disease. Cleaner living

conditions has helped all of us overcome contagions in our environment. Natural medicine, that

means non-allopathic medicine, has helped humanity far more than we were told. It was demonized

as snake oil by the allopathic system to convince the masses that they alone knew what our bodies

needed. Consequently, after WWII or earlier, they took over the medical system completely with big

insurance companies backing their products and claims. The allopathic system is corrupt and is

about profit without liability. The governments and hospital administrations are bought and captured.

More people have died from properly prescribed medications/hospitalizations/vaccines than from any

other cause, even kinetic wars.

I do not agree or consent in any way that any 3-letter agency be my body’s overlords. My body. My

choice. My right. W.H.O. must be held accountable for what they forced on the world under the

disguise of a boogie-man virus that did not exist or kill anyone till the vaccines were rolled out; we

had to be mass vaccinated or lose our freedoms. Fear porn 24/7 got the result they wanted. In my

opinion, the vaccine paradigm was built on a lie, and remains a lie. The healthiest population are the

unvaccinated.
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Lew A (Lincoln) Welge Creative Activist Naturalist Tr… Apr 24

The Power of Belief is Strong. Forte es Fe/Faith. Our ultimate freedom is to Think, and then to Choose

to #HoldFast to one’s opinions be they orthodox or heterodox/heretical. Freedom’s sine qua non is

having Choices. The “eternal verities” or principles boil down to a the choice of instant or delayed

gratification; mindful, too, that often “s/he who hesitates is lost” and, paradoxically, humorously: “ya

can’t leave spontaneity to chance.” LewWelge.com
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John Watson Apr 24

It is my right under God and the US Constitution to decide what medical treatment and medications I

receive, not the WHO! I urge all entities of the US Government and its agencies to withdraw from the

WHO and the Unitewd Nations. It is time to close the book on that Communist controlled

organization.
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mike mike’s Substack Apr 24

We get but one life to live and one life to die. I was born free and will never surrender my freedom to

anyone. The out of control bureaucrats of the world want control of what we eat, how we breath, what

we think, what we do and how we do it.

These unelected/elected want to take every thing away from us. Not happening.

they concentrate on taking life away from people instead of improving life of others

The UN helped create disease. I for one will NEVER trust the WHO/UN/Governments

This is nothing more then a power grab to control the world and it's people

I/WE will not comply
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Stephanie Van Campen Apr 24

I am not sure what is really going on here, we are being told what to do by people who have already

done some pretty nasty things in the world. My country and people do not want anything to do with

this group, we DONT NEED you to save us, but you could do some good if you wanted. You just want

to run things globally. I am against that, you have nothing to prove to me you have anything but your

own agenda in mind. That is rubbish, we as a country say NO THANKS.
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Sequoia Apr 24

It’s astonishing that there is even consideration to implement vaccines as mandatory since every

second client I see is either injured or knows of someone who is. Why is the rate of autism jumped

30,000 in 50 years as you can clearly see the vaccine increases the autism.

It’s all about the money and control.

People don’t need to be governed.
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Mike Hoehn Apr 24

Leave my country out of this nightmare
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Peter Apr 23

The World Health Organization should be held accountable for their failure to investigate the origin of

the Sars 2 Covid 19 virus. Until that happens, they remain under suspicion.
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Paul Vonharnish Apr 24

'The World Health Organization should be held accountable' No. The World Health Organisation

headquarters should be bombed into dust with all members present.
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Markker Apr 24

Everything was contrived! Search "covid WITS" on bitchute if link doesn't work. No pandemics,

all about pHARMA business, making money, reducing/controlling populations. If link doesn't

work, type "covid wits" into search box. Our governments planned it, well in advance.

bitchute.com/video/Q7TAFI/qAMz8u/
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Peter Apr 24

The woman in the video didn't present much compelling evidence, mostly drama. Not

saying it's all untrue, but I want to see verifiable evidence.
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Markker Apr 24

I'm going to delete the comment as on another stack someone looked at it, the

website, forensically, and said the page was made in September 2020. I don't want to

be posting bad info and I'm sure we are in a matrix with too much deliberately

conflicting information that we become overwhelmed at first, then resort to shrugging

our shoulders and doing nothing. I'm getting to that point.
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Ramón Martinez Apr 23

Despite your INVALUABLE work to save the world from the ruthless, criminal claws of the demonic,

James Roguski
3 54
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Despite your INVALUABLE work to save the world from the ruthless, criminal claws of the demonic,

unscrupulous, corrupt, scheming, tyrannical and murdering cartel of globalist scoundrels, I'm not

really optimistic about the future, because they managed to - still to this day - keep the population so

brainwashed and ignorant of their intrigues. And, without a massive response and resistance, and the

mass media and governments brownnosingly working for them, I don't really see how those devils are

going to back down and give up on their determined intent to destroy humanity and the world as we

know it.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Skupe Apr 23 Liked by James Roguski

I guess this new comment is over and above the ones that were due on 4/17/24.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

James Roguski Apr 24 Author

Correct. This "listening session" is open to comments about all issues regarding the WHO, not

just the Treaty and amendments to the IHR

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

andra Apr 23

I am not sure why anyone would follow the advice of the world health organization after how they

handled the covid pandemic among many other things. Isn't India suing The who for not allowing

ivermectin or for disavowing and discrediting it at least? So why in the world would we give up

national sovereignty on health issues to a group of unelected nincompoops? It just boggles my mind

that we would even be considering it except that it must mean somebody in the US is going to make a

lot of money like pharmaceutical companies and their lobbyists to Congress who will then pass

whatever laws pharma or medical industrial complex wants. I can pretty much give you a clue here,

nobody's going to follow them regardless of what regulations are passed. People have woken up, the

time for The who tell us the quote unquote truth has passed. And we will all be a lot healthier for it!

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Tona Apr 23

Do not take my sovereignty away from me. WHO is the devil and he wants us all dead

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Luciano Apr 23

Get the hell out of the WHO before its too late.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Bobbi Hallam Apr 23

Please show us the evidence first for an actual

Pathogen, which has to be observed, not made up in a laboratory!

Be truthful and declare what the jabs actually are which is genetic manipulation and not therefore a

vaccine.

Let professionals like Dr. Angus Dalgleish, Dr Malhotra, Dr John Campwell and Australian expertise,

lead the way in treatments that actually work and do not cause terrible side-effects.

Please get rid of staff who are being manipulated by big pharma to sell their jabs around the world,

that cause great suffering as was found in previous so-called outbreaks such as swine flu, and even

aids until the treatment was made safer.

Please remove the neccessity of forced use of any treatment around the world, and maintain the right

of countries and individuals to choose.

Let us genuinely help weaker countries and provide safe treatments for those in need.

I say "no" to the changes and illegal way the WHO wants to grab power and be a dictatorship of my

country and the world.
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Phyllis Mason Apr 23

We don't need a WHO. At least we should get out of it.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Mona Wenger Apr 23

Influenza goes away. Covid goes away. Measles go away. Autism, myocarditis, neurological problems,

blood clots, death does not. The handling of diseases have become a non issue. The public health in

each county can handle their county. The public health in each state can handle their state. With

sharing of information and data via electronics 24/7 each country can handle their public health

issues. The need to stop creating vaccines by creating mutant viruses and bacteria’s and spores and

prions is unacceptable and not at all what God intended.
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Eldon Apr 23

Please take the WHO and stick it up the UN`s hoop hole !
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Simeon Portway Apr 23

Please demonstrate that you have proven the existence of a self replicating pathogenic particle

capable of causing disease, a virus. A particle is a very real thing, not an invisible nonexistent thing,

so please just show us the virus. As far as I can tell, you expect to have power over people based on a

made up idea, with no actual proof of its existence. Sorry, that's a nope from me. A frankenstein gene

sequence is not proof of anything and is not acceptable. In principle, I am against scientific

dictatorships as an approach to anything, so I will not be doing anything you suggest unless we have

undeniable evidence of the potential harm and not just a steaming pile of fear mongering.
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Hilarie Blair Apr 23

I am opposed to the WHO holding power over future pandemics and how the world should respond

with even compulsory vaccination. We must oppose this. Each nation should maintain it’s sovereignty.

I’m opposed to global control. WHO don’t have a good record in health and their control needs to be

stopped now
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Keep AmericaFree Apr 23

Agree! Spot on!
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Barbara Charis Barbara’s Newsletter - Journey … Apr 23 Liked by James Roguski

Thanks again for the list of names to contact...You really are giving it your all. I leave comments on

different substacks about contacting representatives. I will add your name...so they can see your

information. One of our senators mike Lee is into Defunding the Who...I wrote and gave him some of

your info. The other senator is Romney the RINO. I sent him info, too. Also contacted, our district Rep

of the House. If this Pandemic Treaty is not stopped, the corrupt element in the UN, the WHO, the

WEF, the CCP, the IHR, all these and more would get rid of America..and take over. America would be

gone. I really pray enough people will do something and stop this.
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Skupe Apr 24

Yes to all of this. I won't be going to a doctor again either if this is passed.
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Keep AmericaFree Apr 23

💯
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berda lee Apr 23

thank you so much for your hard work and determination to help the people world-wide to wake up to

this unthinkable and i pray untenable global power grab. i've been sharing your message, will keep

doing so and will send the email. deep appreciation again for your dedication to our freedom from

these psychopathic forces.
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Keep AmericaFree Apr 23

Not only psychopaths, they are heartless & governed by evil.
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Marta Marta’s Substack Apr 23

my third finger is always up whether the bullshit comes from local or global pigs

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE
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